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Book Descriptions:

carlton sp4012 manual

Before operating the stump cutter, read this manual, the engine manual, and all the safety SMALL
OFFROAD ENGINES AND CA 2005 AND.View online or download Carlton SP4012 Owner’s Manual.
Before operating the stump cutter, read this manual, the engine manual, and all the safety SMALL
OFFROAD ENGINES AND CA 2005 AND.View online or download Carlton SP4012 Owner’s Manual.
Before operating the stump cutter, read this manual, the engine manual, and all the safety SMALL
OFFROAD ENGINES AND CA 2005 AND.View online or download Carlton SP4012 Owner’s Manual.
SP4012 Stumpgrinder at Mt Macedon Victoria SP4012 Stump Grinder powered by 33hp Kubota
turbo diesel SP4012 Stump Grinder FT.Stumpbusters from Hobart Tasmania
SP8018,SP4012,SP7015 Wireless Controller being used in NSW, Victoria and South Australia East
Gippsland Tree Services East Gippsland Tree Services Upgrades to SP4012.Red Roo Sales and
Service has been involved in the manufacturing and distribution of commercial environmental
equipment for over forty years. From the Do it Yourself customer to the commercial contractor, Red
Roo is committed to providing the best quality machine in the industry. We provide a library of
videos that are second to none in the industry. Our videos are designed to inform you how to use
your equipment safely and efficiently. So when you are selecting your Red Roo equipment we
encourage you to view our videos and see how the industry experts achieve the best possible
outcomes using Red Roo equipment.Red Roo products are jointly manufactured in Australia and the
United States of America. Click on the YouTube icon below. Upgrade your browser today or install
Google Chrome Frame to better experience this site. Who is our type of customer A unique dual
speed ground system allows the SP4012 to travel faster than any other stump cutter on the market
today. Bond Capital Finance is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority.http://cumalierginyurekinsaat.com/userfiles/bosch-rotak-34-li-instruction-manual.xml

1.0, carlton sp4012 manual, carlton sp4012 stump grinder manual.

Quotes and prices are subject to acceptance, terms and conditions. Register now and save 77%
discount. Register now and save 77% discount. Perhaps you have written in the link incorrectly or
have clicked on an old link. Designated trademarks belong to their respective holders.
Machineseeker Group GmbH does not accept any liability for the content of linked websites. They
are trying to sell products and asking to be paid through Zelle or Venmo leaving users with no
recourse if they dont ship the product. If you suspect this activity please contact admin and we will
research their information to verify their location.For a better experience, please enable JavaScript
in your browser before proceeding. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should
upgrade or use an alternative browser. Do you have a manual for the machine. Dont over tension the
belt. I actually keep my belt a little looser than the recomendations, just have to keep it from rubbing
on the bottom of the belt case. Make sure the pulleys are lined up, you can do this with a straight
edge. How many hours are on it Any idea why this happened in the 1st place. The sprockets didnt
seem that worn to me. The machine only has 250 hrs.How do you tension the belt, the manual isnt
clear on that Any idea why this happened in the 1st place. The machine only has 250 hrs.How do you
tension the belt, the manual isnt clear on thatIt will stay in the same spot on the pulley. The tension
is adjusted by moving where the pillow block bearings attach to the frame. This is done by tightening
the set screws that look like they have broken off the front of your machine. They break off every
machine. There are two more set screws under the wheel. Once you get it set you can then tighten
the bolts on the pillow block bearing. It just takes some fiddling with it. Youll get really good at
taking all those bolts loose, adjusting, and then tightening. Trust me. Dont know why it broke on
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you.http://eg-steel.com/userfiles/bosch-rexroth-training-manual.xml

The shaft could have moved just a little allowing the belt to ride up on the pulley. Just a guess. In the
manual, there is a diagram of the Tensioning Procedures for Gates Poly Chain GT Belts and lists a
bunch of RPMs. How do I know what RPM this machine is running at. Also, whats the best way to
ensure the jackshaft is aligned correctly before tightening the jackshaft bearings down. Thanks for
all the help! Thanks Bigstumps for the following When checking that the drive pulleys are lined up
do it with the drive lever engaged. The amount of movement in the bearings will misalign the pulleys
as the machine I thinks its similiar to a 4012 drive lever just pulls it into gear on one side only. It
seems that the amount of free play in the bearings on the jack shaft and cutter wheel shaft, and the
drive lever assembly, allows this to happen. If you have aligned everything without the drive lever
engaged try taking the covers off and see how they look with with it engaged, the 4012 stopped
eating the multibelts engine to jack shaft when I aligned everything with it in gear. Good luck and
hope it works out, very frustrating when they play up ! Im looking at one right now thats been sitting
for a few years. I hope I dont hit that problem too. If its got the two shafts in common and similiar
bearings then you would imagine it is similiar to the SP 4012 in that it will best be aligned with the
lever in gear. Takes a bit of time fiddling round getting it right, but quite doable. Last fall it
overheated, cracked head. Finally saved up enough this spring to fix it. Ground three stumps, main
belt did something and chewed it up. Tried to use it the way it was and the adjuster for belt tension
cracked in half, the turnbuckle thing on the right below motor. Put the handy Vise Grips on and
clamped in place long enough to finish the job. What the hell is this thing blowing belts for. The
machine only has 178 hours on it.

This is the third belt and now I need a new one thats 4 at over a hundred bucks. I aligened the two
pullys with a straight edge, and thought the tension was correct. Could it be that the keepers are too
close. I cant take it to the dealer their isnt one anywhere close at all. I cant afford belts like this, my
vermere never once went through a belt. I am very pissed! Anybody else have this problem. If you
read earlier in this thread I mentioned bigstumps putting me on the right track. The crux of it was
when we put the machine into gear with the lever it only applies tension to one side of the slides and
the pulleys used by the V belt go out of alignment. Then put it in gear and see where its at then. Its
probable that the pulleys are way out and this makes the outer V belt ride up and off the pullys, not
sure if front or back or both, and in no time the nice new belt has peeled off the out V belt, ie one of
the six. Does that make sense, hoping you can understand my descriptions of what was wrong with
my SP 4012. Mine also chopped out the shaft bearings replaced all four at around your hours. The
local agents after talking to Carlton in the US reckoned I was OVER GREASING the bearings. I
reckon overtight belts were putting to much tension on the bearings which didnt help longevity of
them. The multi V belt has just been replaced after about 200hrs on it and I reckon the amount of
slack in the 4 x shaft bearings indicates they are on the way out again, ie after 200hrs also approx. I
saw a pic. of a new Bandit stump grinder here recently, it had no drive belts and a hydraulic drive
motor direct on the cutter wheel shaft. You might drop some HP running the hydraulic motor
perhaps, Im no expert, but the savings in replacing bearings, belts and pulleys has to be a good idea.
Hope this has helped, I am indebted to bigstumps for the initial help that got me on track. Also some
discussion on. My outer belt is always the one that flys off.

I think I might try to use it with just the 5 bands until it totally blows or just doesnt grip. The
alignment was only checked in neutral not engaged so maybe its out when its in. But adjusted it like
the manual suggests, IDK.They seem pretty tight but thats how it looks in the book. If my bearings
go out I will freak out, this machine is too well maintained and with only 175 ish hours on it they
better go 10 times this long. I can get stuff through Motion Industries but what is the part number i
should look for. Thanks Guys From memory, but cant swear to it, I think the SP4012 might have
started out with a 5V multi belt and upgraded to the 6V belt. If you dont put to much strain in the
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machine when cutting itll work with five left. Although if I could get belts as cheap as you I would
use the correct 6V belt and ensure its life span by correct alignment. They didnt change from a 5V to
a 6V for nothing I suppose. Re keepers, close enough to not let the full thickness of belt be able to
get off the pulley, but lose enough to not hold the belt to tight to the pulley when out of gear.Just
adjust ita and you should be good, as long as you have hydraulic fluid Hope that is clear, get back or
PM if I can help further. Pete Did it suddenly just cease motion, or has it gradually been getting
worse. What happened when it wouldnt move any more. Remote or lever operation.Have you had it
long. Will it move at full working revs. What happened just before the lack of movement back or
forward, what were you doing. Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to
change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme
terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make
payment. If you reside in an EU member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not
recoverable.

For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab
Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More
opens in a new window or tab See the sellers listing for full details. If paying by eCheque through
Paypal, please bear in mind that it can take 2 weeks to clear and items will not be dispatched until
payment has cleared.Every effort is made to ensure that the fitments stated for each part are
correct, we use the latest information provided by the parts manufacturers to make the listings as
accurate as possible. The fitment information is from either the part manufacturers catalogue or
from at least 2 other major parts manufacturers that match the cross reference and fitments for that
part. We do this because we are the same as you, we get our hands dirty repairing our own vehicles
and know how frustrating it can be do have it all stripped down ready for the new bit, only to find
when you fetch it out the box its not the same.very very annoying, occasionally however we may get
it wrong, even the parts manufactures catalogues have, lets call them, anomalies, where from one
manufacturer to another, fitments for a vehicle dont match, especially for the date of vehicle
manufacture. Therefore the information within this web page is presented in good faith and makes
no representations as to the completeness or accuracy thereof. Information is supplied upon the
condition that the persons receiving same will make their own determination as to its suitability for
their purposes prior to use. In no event will A5autostores or any individual connected with
A5autostores be liable for damages of any nature whatsoever resulting from the use of or reliance
upon information provided or parts supplied. The vehicle compatibility list should be used only as a
guide.

The vehicles you see in the compatibility search list are those that we have to choose, from a fixed
selection of vehicle models provided by the owners of this website, which do not always match those
provided by the parts manufacturers catalogues from which we take the fitment details. We
recommend that you use the vehicle and parts fitment details provided by us, which can viewed
lower down the page in the main part of the listing page. Please check the full specification before
making your purchase. If you are in any doubt, please contact us with your vehicle registration
number or vehicle details so we can confirm the part listed is suitable or not for your vehicle. Many
of our parts are sourced from surplus and obsolete stock. Unless stated otherwise, they are unused
“new old stock”. Where possible we will make this clear in the item description. To that end any part
listed although never used or previously fitted is classed as second hand and no binding warranty is
given or implied, however we want your experience with us to be a positive one and we operate a
fair and ethical policy so if a part becomes faulty we will look at each case individually and on its
own merit. Before sending, unless the part is in a factory sealed box, we will have carried out a
physical check on the part to make sure it is correct, unused and in good condition. In a few cases
these parts may have some marking or light surface rust, however we would not sell any item if we



were not sure it was still a good serviceable part and that we would be happy to use the part
ourselves. If for any reason you are not satisfied with your purchase you can return it for a refund or
replacement as per our returns policy. In many cases where we think it will be of benefit we provide
an image of the actual part in order to help you identify and match the part listed with the part on
your vehicle.

Some images however, may be generic and for illustration only, such as filter images, we can have
many different brands of the same part and with thousands of parts in stock it is not practical to
photograph each individual oneYoure covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee if you receive an
item that is not as described in the listing. Find out more about your rights as a buyer opens in a
new window or tab and exceptions opens in a new window or tab. Contact the seller opens in a new
window or tab and request post to your location. Please enter a valid postcode. Please enter a
number less than or equal to 1. We may receive commission if your application for credit is
successful. Terms and conditions apply. Subject to credit approval. If paying by eCheque through
Paypal, please bear in mind that it can take 2 weeks to clear and items will not be dispatched until
payment has cleared.We may receive commission if your application for credit is successful. All
Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by
Verisign. Thank you for your interest. Please call us with your serial number or model if you need
help with parts or descriptions. Thank you for your interest. SHELTER tree.com. Designed and built
by Mevo Creative Studios, LLC MACHINE SETUPS Use the magnifying glass to quickly find your
stump grinder manufacturer. Something went wrong. View cart for details. Cancel Thanks, well look
into this. All Rights Reserved. Tree stump grinder with 63.8 hours on the meter. Deutz Diesel engine
made in Germany.Engine was rebuilt about 8 years ago. Teeth are decent. Does start and runs good
and strong. Self propelled. Can be towed if you get a hitch for it. We never had one. I bought it here
locally in Corpus Christi. I own it outright. I am not a dealer selling multiple pieces of equipment.
This machine has roughly 250 hours on it. There are zero issues with the machines functions,
engine, hydraulic syst.

Selling machine since I closed my stump grinding business. This is a peremissions diesel engine.
Machine has been meticulously maintained and comes with a number of spare parts we have on
hand for the machine. We are selling the machine to buy a larger machine.Come see this u. It comes
with a new set of Green Teeth installed and a partial alternate set of factory teeth.The powerful 34
HP Daihatsu DM954DT Diesel engine starts easily and everything works as designed. The machine
was purchased new Feb 23, 2007 for. Excellent condition. Great tires. Low hours. Please call
7724644977. Serious inquiry only. Starts, runs, and gets the job done. Rebuilt engine and installed
Hayes drive in 2015. Comes with new spare belt, 2 tires to increase width and stability and 2 new air
filters. This is a used unit and has 2. This is not an every day tool for us. In the last 11 years I have
changed the Carlton teeth and pockets once and this year I changed to green teeth and pockets.
Machine runs great and grinds great. I recently had a major spine surgery and now must get out of
this line of work unfortunately. My injury is your gain.2013 Vermeer SC372 Diesel powered stump
cutter.Chip Blade installed.only 190 hours!!!Excellent condition, I bought this brand new and have
kept her. I has a 44 horsepower Kubota turbo diesel. This is the four wheel drive unit with 2 speed
drive, as well as a hydraulic scraper blade to help fill in the holes and clean up the mess when done.
This also has the Razor Wheel with cutting teeth that cut 50% better than other bran. Can be
delivered for fee. This is a perfectly matched piece of equipment with many extras, including a fifth
wheel trailer and over the wheel tracks. It has upgraded green teeth cutters. A spare cutter wheel
and a spare set of OEM teeth.The bobcat has about 1630 hours. I. It rides on dual drive wheels with
flotation tires and grinds with an extremely wide cutter swing. The Model 2650SP is wellequipped to
handle big stumps, however i.

Has a 5 push blade t. Participation Requirements Valid Credit Card required for bidding approval



Payment Options Visa, MasterCard, Discover, American Express, Check, Money Order, Wire
Transfer, and Cash Visa MasterCard Discover American Express Payment Instructions Internet
Premium 10.00% plus 3% provider fee. Sales Tax 6% Sales tax applied to invoice total, including
Internet Premium. Payment Options Check, Money order, Wire Transfer, and Cash. Payment
Instructions All internet purchases must be paid for in 2 business days, by Cash In House Only, Bank
Wire Transfers, and Check or a Company Check accompanied with a bank letter of guarantee. There
is also a 3% provider fee. 6% sales tax will be charged on all sales including buyer’s premium, unless
purchaser can provide a valid farm, resale tax exemption form, or valid bill of lading. Currency type
USD. Shipping Instructions Buyer pays All Shipping Costs. Buyer is responsible for any or all
shipping cost and arrangements, however we can assist if you like. Call before you come to make
sure the item you are interested in is on the Auction yard. Or by appointment. Location 4194
Williamsport Pike, Martinsburg, WV 25404Internet Buyer’s MUST make arrangement with office if
need more time for removal. Should you need to make other arrangements for preview please
contact the office and make appointment. Internet Buyer’s MUST make arrangement with office if
need more time for removal.I understand that any description given in the catalog or written on the
equipment is not guaranteed, and I will rely entirely on my inspection All information and
descriptions contained in advertising this sale are believed Correct, but no responsibility is assumed
by Auctioneer for any errors or omissions. The highest bidder for each Lot shall be the Purchaser,
and in the event of any dispute the Auctioneers shall have absolute discretion either to settle such
dispute or to reoffer the lot for sale.

Once an item been declared sold to me, I cannot retract my bid and I will be required to carry
through with purchase. Payment for all items must be made in full on the day of sale with Cash or
Cashier’s check or Credit Card with a 5% fee for Credit Card payment. Personal or Company checks
must be accompanied by a “Valid Bank Letter of Guaranteed Payment”. All Internet purchases must
be paid for in 2 business days. The highest bidder for each Lot shall be the Purchaser, and in the
event of any dispute the Auctioneers shall have absolute discretion either to settle such dispute or to
reoffer the lot for sale. Once an item been declared sold to me, I cannot retract my bid and I will be
required to carry through with purchase.will not be responsible for bids missed due to internet
failure, or any other technical difficulty. Purchases become my responsibility and I assume all risk of
loss or damage immediately upon declaration of “SOLD” by the Auctioneer. Please inspect all items
before bidding. All items are sold “AS IS, WHERE IS” with no warranties expressed or implied. The
Auctioneer is acting as an agent only, and is not responsible for the acts of its principal. All sales are
final! I agree that I will pay in full with cash or verified paid or certified funds within the time
announced or posted at the auction site. If I pay by wire transfer, my purchase will be released to me
upon confirmation of the wire transfer If I pay by company or personal check, I understand that
ownership transfers upon declaration of “SOLD” the Auctioneer, but I will not be permitted to
remove my purchase until the funds are verified paid or I have an approval I id or I have an approval
in writing from the Auctioneer. If for any reason Auctioneer is unable to deliver my purchase to me,
or deliver such purchases free and clear of liens, I agree that Auctioneer may terminate the
purchase agreement, in which case Auctioneer’s only liability shall be the return of monies actually
paid by me.

All items must be removed within 30 days, or as otherwise posted at the auction site. All my
purchases shall be removed from the auction site without damaging any property and within 30 days
of the date of the sale or as otherwise posted at the auction site. If for any reason I fail to remove
any of purchases within the time specified, the Auctioneer shall have the right but not the obligation,
in sole discretion, to resell, discard or remove and store said purchase at my sole risk and expense,
without waving any rights that Auctioneer or Seller may have against me. I shall be liable for all
storage charges and damages paid by the Auctioneer because of my failure to remove my purchases.
All items not purchased will be resold by public or private sale without further notice, at my risk and



expense. In that event, I will be held responsible for any deficit between my successful bid and the
price for which the item is resold and charges arising from such resale. I agree to indemnify and
hold Auctioneer harmless from all loss, cost, expense and other damage including reasonable
attorney’s fees, directly or indirectly sustained by the Auctioneer or other Seller, arising from or
related to me or my Agent’s failure to comply with these terms of bidding and sale or other breach of
the terms of this Agreement. I shall not be entitled to any portion of the amount received by
Auctioneer in the event of a resale in the catalog to the best of their ability. The Auctioneer takes no
liability whatever in respect of any faults, deficiencies and errors of any description, oral or printed,
nor do they accept responsibility for the authenticity, genuineness, origin, hours, age, condition or
quality of any Lot and all statements as to these matters whether contained in the catalog or made
orally are statements of opinion only and not to be taken as being or implying a statement or
representation of fact.

The Auctioneer provides no guarantees or warranties express or implied in respect of the Equipment
contained in the Lot. Auctioneer accepts no liability for any purchase made by a Buyer in reliance
upon them. In the event of legal proceedings arising from this contract or from the auction in
connection therewith, I consent to being subject to the personal jurisdiction of the courts of the
State of West Virginia and agree that the proper venue shall be the Court of Berkeley County, West
Virginia. Please ask any questions you might have before bidding, so that when you get your item
there will be no surprises. EXPORTERS will pay sales tax on purchases, if you take possession of the
purchases in the United States. In order not to pay sales tax a Bill of Lading or Dock Receipt is
required. DISCREPANCIES In account of ANY discrepancies, the auctioneer and the clerk’s record
keeping will be the FINAL judgment. When filling out the title informationmake sure your name and
address are correct at that time.If a title cannot be supplied for an item that was sold with a title, the
Purchaser is entitled only to a refund of the purchase price upon return of the item. Any work done
on the vehicle before receipt of the title is AT YOUR OWN RISK. We wish to thank all purchasers for
their cooperation. REMOVAL Removal shall be at the expense, liability and risk of the purchaser.
Purchases can be removed only on presentation of paid bill. Once the bidder is successful on items,
the items become the responsibility of the bidder. ERNIE D’S is not responsible for any loss or
damage to any items. NO REMOVAL UNTIL PAID IN FULL!!! Items not removed after 30 Days
become property of the Auction Company and Ernie D’s Enterprises! SHIPPING Buyer pays ALL
shipping costs. Buyer is responsible for any and all shipping cost and arrangements. ENTERPRISES
thank you for attending another successful auction. If you need any assistance, please contact one of
our staff. Have a great day!

One report may be all you need. Max 13 mwc. Max 60 mm solid pass. Can also with a small drainage
or short drainageNEW AND UNUSED Apeldoorn, Netherlands Click to Request Price Top Seller
2008 MotoPompa, GEOMARC LOMBARDINI Manufacturer Lombardini engine. Perugia, Italy Click
to Request Price 2008 Lindana Rebak TP 150 MOBIL, 2008rok Hi there. I can offer you. Chopper
Lindana TP 150 MOBILEWorking hours 3140Displacement 1400 cm3. Cassone with overturning and
upper sides. Length 4.00 m. Brand Optimas. Model H772000. Manufacturing year 2000. Hours 2165
h. Power 30 Cvs. Transmission powershift. Axles 4x2Your feedback is greatly appreciated.


